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Introduction

The management of the ‘Press Releases’ work package was consigned to a working group of
three partners: Coaching Ireland, Univ. of Ph. Ed. Budapest and TLU Tallin.
In order to standardise the content of the Press Release it was decided to develop the texts in
English. As native English speakers Coaching Ireland took the lead in this work package.
Project partners contributed to the content of the press releases at the project meetings.
Meeting Number

Dates

Location

1

9-11 Oct. 2013

Huldenberg, Leuven, BE

2

2-4 April 2014

Aegina, GR

3

25-26 Sept. 2014

Segovia, ES

4

19-20 March 2015

Budapest, HU

5

23-24 Sept. 2015

Mijoux, FR

Final Conference

25 Sept. 2015

Mijoux, FR

ELESA project meetings
Following the release of each press release, partners were responsible for the follow-up in
their own country and if necessary they could translate and issue the information themselves
to their contacts in their country.
Partners also generated a list of contacts in their countries and contributed to the list of
neighbouring non-partner countries. The Univ. of Budapest supported this process in the
Eastern European countries. Tallin ULI supported the process in the Northern European
countries and Coaching Ireland in the West and Southern European countries.
With the assistance of all project partners Coaching Ireland developed and maintained a
database of contacts from governments, ministries, EU agencies, employer federations,
significant employers, national sports federations, training providers and others deemed
appropriate. The database also includes contacts in non-partner countries who work in the
Outdoors in their country.
Finally the press releases were also uploaded to the project website: www.elesa-project.eu
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1st Press Release dd. 01-11-2014
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4
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2nd Press Release dd. 27-04-2014
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3rd Press Release dd. 18-06-2015
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4th Press Release dd. 01-09-2015
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5th Press Release dd. 18-11-2015

PRESS RELEASE 18th November 2015

European LEarning Syllabus for Outdoor Animators (ELESA)
A pan-European syllabus for the training of Outdoor Animators has been developed.
This is the result of a two year project involving higher education institutions and
employer organisations from ten European countries. An Outdoor Animator is a term
used to describe the professional who works in the commercial Outdoor activity
sector leading and facilitating groups/individuals to participate in active leisure.
The ELESA syllabus was presented at a conference in Mijoux (France) on the 24th
and 25th September 2015. Sixty-five delegates from 19 countries attended the
conference. The final version of the syllabus will be available (in nine languages)
before the end of November.
The syllabus contains 12 module descriptors which focus on the ‘soft skills’ of
outdoor animation and covers such topics as safety, communication, work practices,
the environment and animation skills. Learning outcomes for each module are
identified and teaching/learning strategies and assessment strategies are suggested.
While the core focus of the ELESA syllabus is on the soft skills involved in Outdoor
animation, Professional Technical Capacities (PTC’s) in 16 activities (e.g. canoe,
kayak, alpine skiing) are also identified. These PTC’s identify the minimum technical
ability required by an Outdoor Animator to operate in a commercial setting and could
be used to assess Outdoor Animator’s technical competence in a range of outdoor
activities.
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The ELESA syllabus will help standardise training across Europe for Outdoor
Animators and promote the mobility of learners and workers. Higher and further
education institutions, adult education and/or vocational training centres throughout
Europe can use the syllabus to train professionals in the commercial Outdoor activity
sector. The syllabus can also be a reference document for organisations across
Europe to review their current Outdoor Animator training programmes and compare
their training practice with other EU countries, thus enhancing the mobility of Outdoor
Professionals throughout Europe.
Finally, the ELESA syllabus will also serve as a useful tool for all matters related to
skills, knowledge, competences and qualifications within the Active Leisure sector.
For more information on the ELESA project, please visit the project website:
www.elesa-project.eu or http://ec-oe.eu/
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